THE NEW T R I U M P H T R O P H Y
Designed with obsessive attention to detail, the 1215cc
3-cylinder shaft drive Trophy gives you the torque,
performance and handling for a sublime riding experience.
Choose either the Trophy or the Trophy SE with the addition
of electronically adjustable suspension and a sophisticated
audio system.
Whatever the distance, you’ll cover it in style and comfort;
the generous, luxury seats and ergonomically designed riding
position mean the miles melt away barely noticed.
The road becomes part of the bike, the bike part of you.
The journey is not the way to where you want to go;
it’s where you want to be.
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The power of three

CREATE THE SOUNDTRACK TO YOUR ROAD TRIP

1215cc 3-cylinder engine with shaft drive
Fine-tuned for the smoothest ride possible, the thrilling 1215cc
3-cylinder engine gives you power and torque when you want it
and exhilaration when you need it.

Audio system including Bluetooth® and iPod® compatibility
The Trophy SE’s superb audio system immerses both you and your
passenger in sound. Bluetooth® and iPod® technology connects
you to radio, music and phone.

The beating heart of the machine, this spirited engine delivers
excitement on demand; no need to wait for the revs to rise or be
forced to kick down a gear at the wrong time. You’ll feel it and
you’ll hear it as the infamous Triumph triple delivers it inimitable,
spine tingling sound.

• 2 x 20W speakers with digital signal processing and 3-band
(bass, mid-range and treble) equalisation

Wherever you want to be, the triple puts you there - giving you
total control and the confidence to ride to your full potential.

• iPhone® and iPod® compatible (selected devices)

• The 134PS, 1215cc 3-cylinder engine pumps out 120Nm of
torque, which spreads the power throughout the rev range
giving you effortless acceleration and smooth cruising

• RDS functionality, alternative frequencies (AF) traffic alerts (TA)
regional tuning (RG)

• The tough shaft drive system means worry free touring

• Auxiliary input allowing sat nav to play through the audio system

REACT TO THE ROAD AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON

• Bluetooth® 2.1+EDR giving output to up to two compatible
head sets

Electronic suspension – linked ABS brakes
Ride-by-wire electronic throttle system, clear, easy to use control
panel and, on the Trophy SE, electronically adjustable suspension,
makes it simple to set and make adjustments to suit your
exact preferences.

• Automatic volume control (AVC) adjusts volume based on
bike speed
• USB port, flash drive, MP3 player support
• FM/MW/LW radio tuner with 15 pre-sets per band

• Programme type tuning (PTY)

• Incoming phone call support (compatible phone and
headset required)
• Low voltage detection shuts down power automatically to
preserve battery

So no matter how far you travel, you’ll go the distance confidently
and comfortably.
On the Trophy, you’ll never hesitate to ride past the last streetlight
on the edge of town.
• Switchable traction control keeps wheel slip to a minimum by
reading the speed of both wheels and adjusting performance
• Cruise control makes long highway stretches comfortable and
optimises fuel economy
• Linked brakes mean front brakes are partially activated by the
rear for increased safety
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THERE’S NO SUCH THING AS A COLD DAY

TRAVEL LIGHT, WHATEVER YOU’RE CARRYING

Heated seats and grips
With optional thermostatically controlled heated seats and grips,
whatever the weather, wherever you’re going, both you and your
passenger will ride in comfort.

Triumph Dynamic Luggage System
However much luggage you take with you, it will feel as if you’re
travelling light. Triumph’s dynamic luggage system allows a small
amount of independent movement which increases stability and
doesn’t compromise the chassis’ dynamic performance.

Seats
• Thermostatically controlled, bespoke heated seats

Benefits

• Selectable temperature settings

• In fixed luggage systems, large loads cause small movements and
vibrations in the chassis – these can actually de-stabilise the bike
and cause weaving. The Trophy’s system prevents this, keeping
the bike stable. This makes the ride much more comfortable for
riders and passengers

• High quality, high efficiency heating elements
• Available for both rider and pillion seats

Grips
• Internally wired heated grips designed specifically for Triumph’s
ride-by-wire throttle so as not to increase diameter
• Dual temperature settings selectable via mounted colour
push buttons

INTELLIGENCE COMES AS STANDARD
Electronically adjustable windscreen
The Trophy’s windscreen isn’t just designed to protect you from
wind and rain at all speeds. It’s cleverer than that; it actually
remembers its last position. So, when you start the bike, you don’t
have to waste time readjusting it.
Even the mirrors and foot positions have been intelligently
designed to protect your hands and feet, keeping them dry
and comfortable.
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TROPHY ACCESSORI ES
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MOULDED TANK BAG*

QUANTUM™ COATED TOURING SCREEN*

This stylish tank bag gives you extra luggage space without getting
in the way of the bike’s electronics. Not only do the sculpted
thermo formed lid and base sections save space, they also provide
a rigid base that enables Triumph’s simple quick release system for
convenient removal and mounting.

Quantum™ coating technology gives this screen a tough, durable
scratch resistant finish with exceptional optical clarity. The screen
is also an extra 25mm high and 40mm wider than the standard
option for enhanced wind protection.

HEATED RIDER AND PASSENGER SEATS

The optional tyre pressure sensors display current front and rear
tyre pressures via the instrument panel. Automatic warning alerts
signal if tyres are below optimum levels, maintaining safety
and fuel efficiency.

New to Triumph, these thermostatically controlled, bespoke heated
seats are a must for serious touring or cold climate use. With
selectable temperature settings and high quality, high efficiency
heating elements they give you a comfortable riding experience
whatever the temperature.

CNC MACHINED GPS MOUNTING KIT
The CNC machined aluminium construction makes our bespoke
GPS mounting system extremely secure. Available in an anodised
black finish, it’s designed for use with Garmin Zumo 660
navigation systems.

TYRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM (TPMS)

POWERED TOP BOX
Large enough to accommodate two full face helmets, the cavernous
55 litre top box features an automatic electrical connection with
12v charging socket. It’s also fully weatherproof and has a colour
coordinated top panel and matched keys to the motorcycle ignition.

*Accessory not displayed.
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t rop h y clo t h i n g
Complete the picture with original Triumph Clothing specifically
designed and engineered with the touring rider and pillion in mind.
The range combines high-end fabric technologies with rider
functionality and sleek design and some items are engineered for
all weather riding.

Explorer Gloves

Explorer Jacket

Performance Backpack

Designed to be comfortable in both cold and warm weather, the
Explorer Jacket has a Sympatex® waterproof, windproof and
breathable performance z-liner to keep you dry, and zippered AirFlow-Tech ventilation panels to keep you cool.

Explorer Jeans
To protect you from the elements and the road, Explorer Jeans
are fitted with a 3-tier knee protector system to allow the height of
the protector to be moved up and down as required. They’re also
made with a 600D Dupont Cordura and Airtena abrasion resistant
fabric outer shell to keep you protected and comfortable.

For ultimate warmth and protection this thermal touring glove is
made entirely from high-quality, soft leather. What’s more, with
carbon knuckles, they also protect you from a high level of impact
and abrasion.
Made from heavy duty ballistic nylon with leather carbon fibre
panel details, this generous backpack has a capacity of up to 37
litres, a helmet carrying compartment and multiple pockets for
storing personal items on both long-haul and everyday journeys.

AS3 Boot
Featuring Gore-Tex® breathable technology this comfortable
leather boot is waterproof, windproof and protective.

Sympatax Light Jacket
With unique LED light feature embedded for increased day and
night visibility, this jacket makes sure you can’t be missed. White
on the front and red on the back, even the piping and inserts are
3M® anthracite night-refelective.
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
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T R O P H Y / S E

ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
Type

Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC, in-line 3-cylinder

Capacity

1215cc

Bore/Stroke

85 x 71.4mm

Fuel System

Ride by wire, fuel injection

Exhaust

Stainless steel 3 into 1, side mounted stainless steel silencer

Final Drive

Shaft Drive

Clutch

Wet, multi-plate

Gearbox

6 Speed Constant Mesh

Oil Capacity

4.0 litres (1.1 US gals)

CHASSIS, RUNNING GEAR AND DISPLAYS
Frame

Aluminium beam twin-spar

Swingarm
Wheels
Tyres

Single-sided, cast aluminium alloy with shaft drive
Front

Cast aluminium 5-spoke 17 x 3.5in

Rear

Cast aluminium 5-spoke 17 x 6.0in

Front

120/70 ZR17

Rear

190/55 ZR17

Front

WP 43mm upside down forks, manually adjustable rebound
damping, with 130mm travel. WP 43mm upside down forks,
electronically adjustable rebound damping (sport/normal/
comfort) with 127mm travel

Rear

WP monoshock with remote oil reservoir, manually adjustable
hydraulic preload, manually adjustable rebound damping, 120mm
rear wheel travel. WP monoshock with remote oil reservoir,
electronically adjustable hydraulic preload (1up, 1up+luggage,
2up), electronically adjustable rebound damping (sport, normal,
comfort), 120mm rear wheel travel

Front

Twin 320mm floating discs, Nissin 4-piston calipers, linked brakes
(front brakes partially activated by rear), ABS (non-switchable)

Rear

Single 282mm disc, Nissin 2-piston sliding caliper,
ABS (non-switchable)

Suspension

Brakes
Front Brake Master Cylinder

Nissin integrated reservoir master cylinder 14mm diameter

Instrument Display/Functions

Dual analogue gauges (speedometer and tachometer) with multifunction dot matrix LCD to display trip information with ambient
light level brightness compensation, dual trip computers (1 with
adjustable automatic reset), fuel gauge, range to empty indication,
service indicator, gear position indication, clock, air temperature,
frost warning and accessory heated seats/grips status display,
hazard warning light button, cruise control status, headlight
position adjustment and scroll button on handlebars. Audio
system information, TES status, TPMS status

DIMENSIONS AND CAPACITIES
Length

2235mm (87.9in)

Width

975mm (38.4in)

Height without mirrors

1435mm (56.5in) - 1555mm (61.2in)

Seat Height

800mm (31.5in) - 820mm (32.3in)

Wheelbase

1542mm (60.7in)

Rake/Trail

27.0º / 119.0mm

Fuel Tank Capacity

26 litres (6.9 US gals)

Wet Weight (without panniers)

301kg (662lbs)

Pannier Capacity (per side)

31 litres (8.2 US gals)

Pannier Max Load (per side)

10kg (22lbs)

PERFORMANCE

(Measured at crankshaft to 95/1/EC)

Maximum Power

134PS / 132bhp / 99kW @ 8900rpm

Maximum Torque

120Nm / 89ft.lbs @ 6450rpm

Features and Benefits
Coded key immobiliser. Ride by wire throttle. Linked brakes (front brakes partially activated by rear), ABS (non-switchable).
Electronically adjustable screen with memory function. Sealed, automatically lockable cockpit storage box with 12v power
socket. Small sealed underseat storage box. Rider and pillion power socket. Self-cancelling indicators (can be switched to
manual). Cruise control. Traction control (switchable, always defaults to on). Dedicated D-lock storage (under seat). Quick
release mountings for accessory tank bag. Dedicated SatNav mounting bracket location (mount bracket available as accessory).
Electronically adjustable headlight position. Centre stand. Audio system. TES. TPMS. 2×20W speakers with digital signal
processing and 3 band (bass, mid-range, treble) equalisation with automatic volume control (AVC) automatically adjusts
volume based on vehicle speed. USB port with flash drive and MP3 player support (file types supported: AAC, FLAC,
MP3, OGG, WAV and WMA). Compatible with iPod and iPhone (selected devices) via USB port. FM/MW/LW radio
tuner with 15 presets per band. RDS functionality (alternative frequencies (AF), traffic alerts (TA), regional tuning (RG)
and enhanced other networks (EON) (all markets except Japan). Program type tuning (PTY) i.e. News, Rock, Pop etc. (all
markets except Japan). Auxiliary input allowing sat-nav instructions to be played through vehicle speakers. Bluetooth®
2.1+EDR, providing: output to up to two compatible headsets (using A2DP profile), input from up to two compatible
devices (using A2DP profile), incoming phone call support (compatible phone and headsets required). Low voltage
detection (automatic shutdown to preserve battery).
Facts and figures in silver are bespoke to the Trophy SE Model Only
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